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When we said goodbye to everyone at the end of the festival in 2019, we had no idea that the next time 
we would gather to engage with each other would be in 2022. The pandemic years continue to throw 
challenges and highlight massive concerns stemming often from increasing local and global inequalities. 

The world of arts and culture is crucial to understanding 
what we’re living through, which is one of the reasons 
it has been so troubling to see artists struggling to 
make ends meet, venues closing their doors and event 
companies pivoting in an effort to find a way to survive. 
Above all else, we have had to marry creativity with 
resilience like never before.

But even in the trenches, there have been organisations 
and individuals who have been remarkable in their 
support to artists, spaces and projects. We are so 
grateful to count some of these amongst our partners. 
A huge thank you to the Heinrich Böll Foundation, 
the Department of Sports, Arts and Culture, Bertha 
House, PLAAS and Hear My Voice’s Mobility Fund, 
not only for the support they have given to Open Book, 
but for the support they have given to so many.

From our side, we’ve made several structural changes 
to Open Book - partly in order to survive, but largely 
because we’re rethinking the very nature of what a 
festival can look like. The first of those changes was to 

create a podcast series in 2020 and 2021 to enable 
some conversations to take place. Secondly, we have 
made the decision to focus entirely on writers and poets 
based within South Africa for the foreseeable future. Any 
funding we are able to confirm needs to be channeled to 
those closest to us. And thirdly, we are running events 
throughout the year, kicking off in March 2022. 

Another significant change is location. We’re excited 
to run our two day programme at Bertha House in 
Mowbray. It provides resourced space to activists, 
storytellers, educators, artists and anyone committed to 
creating more just societies - another one of those places 
that is far more than just a venue.

So welcome back. We hope our programme gives you an 
opportunity to engage with books, subjects, and possibly 
most importantly, to sit with others and share.

From the Open Book Team

Mervyn Sloman, Vasti Calitz and Frankie Murrey

Tickets for the festival are available through Webtickets. 

For the most part, the price for a single ticket is            , with two packages available.

5 tickets for the price of 4:                   OR 10 tickets for the price of 8: 

With both of the above options, you are able to use the tickets for one or multiple events.

We also have a limited number of complimentary tickets available. If you would like to be considered please 
get in touch with us at openbooktickets@gmail.com

Bertha House
67-69 Main Road, Mowbray | 021 7730255 |         @berthahouse_

Bertha House is more than a building. It’s about creating a vibrant community of people and groups 
wanting to change the world - a space recognised locally & globally as a cutting-edge hub for 
collaboration & innovation in activism.

The recently refurbished building with 2000m² of floor space is located in Cape Town, South Africa, in the 
centrally-located neighbourhood of Mowbray. The vision is to fill Bertha House with a diverse mix of activists 
including organisers, educators, storytellers, journalists and other changemakers united in their commitment 
to building a more just city, country and planet. They aim to achieve this through the creation of inclusive, 
stimulating, safe and radical spaces in which activists and groups come together to work, organise, learn, create, 
collaborate and celebrate. 

Bertha House is funded and managed by Bertha Foundation - a global human rights foundation that supports 
activists, storytellers and lawyers working to bring about social and economic justice and human rights for all. 
Bertha House is part of the Bertha Spaces network of activist hubs.

On Site Food
On site food is prepared by Jane Nshuti, a plant-based African food educator and a chef. She cooks and creates 
to nourish stomachs, souls and minds. Her recipes and food philosophies intertwine to advance food security, 
community and a passion for African food systems. She runs pro-African cooking classes, hosts plant-based feasts 
and encourages us to eat healthier meals while embracing our African heritage.

She brings all of this experience to Bertha House as the Head Chef at the Activist Café. Soon to be launched, the 
Activist Café is a site for food justice that aims to bring us together around nutritious food and storytelling.

Map

Covid Protocol
You will be asked to fill in your details when entering the venue, and your temperature will be taken.
Masks must be worn at all times unless you are participating in an event or eating.
In line with current Covid regulations, no more than 50% of any area will be used.
For additional details, please contact Frankie, Vasti or Bertha House - 0815023893.

WIFI NETWORK: Bertha House

OPEN BOOK 2022

TICKETS

VENUE & FOOD

R200 R400
R50

Street parking only.

Click here for  
direct map link.

https://openbookfestival.co.za/podcasts/
https://www.webtickets.co.za/v2/Event.aspx?itemid=1512655869
mailto:openbooktickets%40gmail.com?subject=Open%20Book%20Tickets
https://www.instagram.com/berthahouse_/
https://www.google.com/maps/place/Bertha+House/@-33.9475062,18.4706305,15z/data=!4m5!3m4!1s0x0:0x70dae9d533da1f32!8m2!3d-33.9475062!4d18.4706305
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SUPPORTED BY

 Message from the Department of Sport, Arts & Culture 
The Department of Sport, Arts & Culture has established the Books and Publishing Directorate dedicated to supporting, developing and 
promoting the Literary Arts sector through an interactive programme that instils the culture of reading and writing in the country, appealing to 
people of different ages, to broaden the appreciation of the literary works produced by the sector. Through this Directorate, the Department creates 
an enabling environment for authors and publishers by supporting their different initiatives that promotes literary work. Open Book Festival is one of 
the projects that the Department is proud to be supporting to ensure that more platforms are created for the Books and Publishing sector to exhibit 
their craft to the nation, and inspire others within the field to do better.

The Department is also responding to the need to regulate the sector as recommended by the White Paper on Arts, Culture and Heritage and 
recommendations emanating from the different available platforms including the research work done by the South African Cultural Observatory 
(SACO) and the Cultural Creative Industry (CCI) Master Plan. Processes to ensure that the National Book Policy is developed are underway. 

Previously, reading and writing were associated with only the elite and those in power, hence they alone remained successful while the rest of the 
people remained below the survival level, being dependent on those who are knowledgeable. It is now time to rectify the status and develop a strong 
vibrant book sector that will reflect the current status of a South African society. This can only be done through legislation, which will enable access 
to information and resources for all. Reading, and therefore books not only contribute to the improved quality of life, but is essential for development 
and the achievement of national and international development goals.

In this manner, together we are moving forward to create even a better platform for the consumption of the work produced by the sector. The 
Books and Publishing Directorate hosts reading programmes across the country to promote the culture of reading, also to change the perceptions 
that reading is boring. Plans are underway to strengthen the Publishing Hub which is meant to fast track support for new work that is of national 
interest, inclusive of products written in our Indigenous languages.

 The Heinrich Böll Foundation 
The Heinrich Böll Foundation has been actively promoting the consolidation of democracy and human rights, advancing gender equality, and 
taking action to prevent the destruction of the environment in Southern Africa since 1989. The Foundations’ work in Southern Africa consists of 
four programmes: Democracy & Social Justice, Human Rights & Gender Justice, Sustainable Development and International Politics & Dialogue. 

 Hear My Voice 
Hear My Voice is a non-profit organization based in the City of Tshwane, South Africa. Their focus is developing spoken word artists as well 
as creating open and uncensored platforms for self expression through spoken word poetry. They achieve this through organizing local and 
international exchange programs, workshops, live spoken word shows, open mics and other literature programs for schools, private companies, 
government, libraries, festivals and other cultural institutions. 

 PLAAS 
PLAAS is an independent Policy Research Institute within the Faculty for Economic and Management Sciences at the University of the Western Cape. 
They do research, policy engagement, teaching and training about the dynamics of chronic poverty and structural inequality in Southern Africa, with a 
particular emphasis on the key role of restructuring and contesting land holding and agro-food systems in the subcontinent and beyond.

 Farm Boy Cuisine 
Co-founded by Luhorna Southgate and Morné Carelse, Farm Boy Cuisine is a culmination of their years of travel adventures and journey back 
home. Sparked by a conversation, this has become a business that allows both the space to work creatively and passionately.

Department:

REPUBLIC OF SOUTH AFRICA

sport, arts & culture 
Sport, Arts and Culture   

:

https://www.dac.gov.za/
https://za.boell.org/en
https://www.hearmyvoice.co.za/submissions
https://www.plaas.org.za/
https://www.facebook.com/farmboycuisine
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23 March
13h00 -17h00  Screenwriting with Imran Hamdulay:  This workshop is an overview of the screenwriting for feature 

film process. It explores the key concepts and fundamental principles involved in constructing a story for 
the screen.

R150

25 March
11h00 -13h00  Creative Non-fiction Writing with Hedley Twidle:  This workshop is for anyone interested in reading 

and writing creative forms of non-fiction: personal essays, profiles, life writing, long form, narrative 
journalism and more.

R100

14h00 -15h00  The Brain Remembers Everything:  This is an interactive, introductory workshop to what trauma is and 
how it affects our brains, bodies, and ability to show up in the world. Facilitated by Relebone Rirhandzu 
eAfrika.

FREE

WORKSHOP  
PROGRAMME

DISCUSSION  
PROGRAMME

26 March
10h00 -11h00  Getting Real about Land:  Andries du Toit, Tembeka Ngcukaitobi, and Mpho Raboeane speak to 

Katlego Ramantsima about the real politics of land. R50

12h00 -13h00  A Map of Loss:  Relebone Rirhandzu eAfrika, Bongani Kona and Bridget McNulty speak to Joy 
Watson about how we survive. R50

14h00 -15h00  Present Dystopia:  Kelly-Eve Koopman, Alistair Mackay and Keely Shinners speak to Edgar Pieterse 
about imagining a landscape of the future on that of the present. R50

16h00 -17h00  Unmaking Fear:  Shana Fife, Pumla Gqola and Sue Nyathi speak to Sara-Jayne King about everyday 
acts of courage and resistance against the patriarchy. R50

17h00 -19h10  Our Move Next | Launch:  The launch event for this exciting open-source E-anthology features 
music, artwork and readings from selected pieces by young South African performers. FREE

18h00 -19h00  Politics of Memory:  C.A. Davids, Joanne Joseph and Bongani Kona speak to Sindiswa Busuku 
about what we choose to remember and why. R50

27 March
10h00 -11h00  The Pressure to Produce:  Relebone Rirhandzu eAfrika, Tapiwa Guzha and Jen Thorpe explore the 

effect of capitalism on creativity and mental health in the company of Faye Kabali-Kagwa. R50

12h00 -13h00  Queer Family Making:  Robert Hamblin, Thenjiwe Mswane and Keely Shinners explore what family 
can mean in the company of Kelly Smith. R50

14h00 -15h00  Playing Along:  Azille Coetzee, Pumla Gqola and Joy Watson speak to Ingrid Jones about the roles 
women must play in order to survive. R50

16h00 -17h00  The Architecture of Words:  C.A. Davids, Finuala Dowling and Nancy Richards speak to Aoife 
Lennon-Ritchie about their writing processes. R50

17h30 -19h00  a pandemic. pause. poetry:  vangile gantsho and Toni Giselle Stuart hold a conversation about 
surviving the pandemic through poetry, with Jessica Mbangeni, Julie Nxadi and Quaz Roodt. What this 
time teaches us, what we remember and how we move forward.

R50

Lukhanyo Calata, Tembeka Ngcukaitobi, Abigail Calata and Koketso Sachane at OBF 2018
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WORKSHOPS

23 march @13h00-17h00
 Screenwriting with Imran Hamdulay 
This workshop is an overview of the screenwriting for feature film process and explores the key concepts and fundamental 
principles involved in constructing a story for the screen.

The workshop includes a 30 minute break. Limited refreshments and snacks will be available.

 Imran Hamdulay  is a writer, director and producer based in Cape Town. His short films have played at numerous festivals 
including Guam International Film Festival, Goa Short Film Festival, Luxor African Film Festival, Durban International Film Festival 
& Moscow Shorts, where he won Best Director, Best Cinematography & Best Film. He is a Berlinale Talents alumni and was the 
recipient of the Robert Bosch Stiftung award. He has had numerous projects supported by the National Film & Video Foundation of 
South Africa where he also serves as a script consultant on various feature films in development. Imran was recently the producer 
and production designer of the award-winning heist thriller, Sons of the Sea.

25 march @11h00-13h00
 Creative Non-Fiction Writing with Hedley Twidle 
This workshop is for anyone interested in reading and writing creative forms of non-fiction: personal essays, profiles, life writing, 
long form, narrative journalism and more. Participants will be provided with various readings (as examples of different methods and 
approaches). We will then use these to generate our own writing exercises in the workshop.

 Hedley Twidle  is a writer, teacher and researcher based at the University of Cape Town. His focus is on twentieth-century, 
southern African and world literatures, as well as narrative non-fiction and the environmental humanities. Firepool, a collection 
of essays, was published by Kwela Books in 2017. Experiments with Truth, a study of life writing and the South African transition, 
appeared in 2019. His work has appeared in a range of international publications, including the New Statesman, Financial Times and 
Harper’s magazine.

25 march @14h00-15h00
 The Brain Remembers Everything with  
 Relebone Rirhandzu eAfrika 
This is an interactive, introductory workshop to what trauma is and how it affects our brains, bodies, and ability to show up in 
the world.

How the brain speaks: a 10 minute simplified breakdown of how the brain sends messages and also receives messages

How the brain breaks: a 10 minute simplified breakdown of how the brain is impaired by trauma, including an explanation of 
what trauma is

How the brain heals: a 10 minute simplified breakdown of how we can get our brains and bodies to heal from trauma

Goodbye letters: this is a 10 minute demonstration of tools we can use at home to heal

 Relebone Rirhandzu eAfrika  is a writer, editor and the podcast host of ‘The Nine Lives of Depression Survivors’. 
The Tzaneen-born and bred essayist, literacy advocate, life coach and mental health advocate has been writing for years but 
still sees herself as a baby writer. Her debut book, Broken Porcelain, is a collection of essays exploring mental health.  
She is an avid bookstagrammer (@blackfeatherhideout) who promotes Black writers and their work, and a plant mom who 
doesn’t believe that there is such a thing as having too many plants. You can find her ranting and being goofy on all social 
media at @relebone everywhere.

Bertha House, Mzandisi RoomBertha House, Mzandisi Room

BOOK NOW

BOOK NOW

BOOK NOWR150

R100

FREE

https://open.spotify.com/show/36yMpAainsiHwuJnEZX9U7
https://www.webtickets.chttps://www.webtickets.co.za/v2/Performance.aspx?itemid=1512948680
https://www.webtickets.co.za/v2/Performance.aspx?itemid=1512948543
https://www.webtickets.co.za/v2/Performance.aspx?itemid=1513057265
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This conversation will delve beneath the surface of South Africa’s land debate to explore the complex realities beyond the polarizing 
issues. Firstly, it will focus attention on the deep symbolism of the land issue: we will explore the links between the land question 
and the ‘national question’, about whose country this really is, and about the links between land and political belonging. Secondly, 
beyond the symbolism, it will explore the lively realities of actual struggles about land access on the ground in urban and rural 
contexts: debates about eviction, about occupation, about mining and development, and about how access to land on the ground 
can make citizenship real. 

 Andries du Toit  is the Director of the Institute for Poverty, Land and Agrarian Studies (PLAAS) at the University of the 
Western Cape. He holds a PhD in Comparative Studies from the University of Essex. His research focuses on developing a critical 
understanding of the politics of knowledge production in the government of poverty and marginal livelihoods.

 Tembeka Ngcukaitobi  is a South African attorney and currently serves as an advocate of the high court. In 2019, the 
Johannesburg bar nominated him to senior counsel. He is considered one of the country’s most brilliant advocates after playing a 
crucial role in the former president Jacob Zuma’s scandal.

 Mpho Raboeane  is an attorney at Ndifuna Ukwazi, specialising in constitutional law and human rights litigation. She is 
passionate about building people’s power through education and political conscientisation.

 Katlego Ramantsima  has been a researcher at PLAAS since 2018. Before this, Katlego worked as an Assistant Researcher 
for the Mining and Rural Transformation in Southern Africa (MARTISA) Project at the Society, Work and Politics Institute (SWOP), 
Wits University. She investigated issues about rural poverty and legally insecure systems of ‘customary’ tenure under the local 
administrative control of traditional authorities. Her research interests lie in the fields of resource-based development, industrial 
relations, trade and industrial policy, communal land rights, land reform, political economy, urban regeneration, and rural social 
change.

 Getting Real about Land:  Andries du Toit, Tembeka Ngcukaitobi  

 and Mpho Raboeane speak to Katlego Ramantsima about the real  

 politics of land 

26.3.2022
@10h00 Bertha House, Kopanong Bertha House, Kopanong 

26.3.2022
@12h00

 Relebone Rirhandzu eAfrika is a writer, editor and the podcast host of ‘The Nine Lives of Depression Survivors’. 
The Tzaneen-born and bred essayist, literacy advocate, life coach and mental health advocate has been writing for years but 
still sees herself as a baby writer. Her debut book, Broken Porcelain, is a collection of essays exploring mental health.  
She is an avid bookstagrammer (@blackfeatherhideout) who promotes Black writers and their work, and a plant mom who 
doesn’t believe that there is such a thing as having too many plants. You can find her ranting and being goofy on all social 
media at @relebone everywhere.

 Bongani Kona  is a writer, editor and lecturer in the Department of History at the University of the Western Cape. His 
work has appeared in a variety of places including Chimurenga, Safe House: Explorations in Creative Nonfiction, The Daily 
Assortment of Astonishing Things and Other Stories, The Baffler and BBC Radio 4. He was awarded the Ruth First Fellowship 
in 2019 and shortlisted for the Caine Prize for African Writing in 2016. Most recently, he has edited Our Ghosts were Once 
People (2021).

 Bridget McNulty  is a writer, content strategist and co-founder of Sweet Life, South Africa’s largest online diabetes 
community. Following the loss of her mother, she battled to find the support she needed. Her first book, The Grief Handbook, 
weaves her personal experience with expert psychological insights and practical advice, to enable you to navigate your grief in 
your own way.

 Joy Watson  is a feminist researcher with 20 years experience in feminist activism. Her research areas of specialization 
include women in politics, women and governance, violence against women and analyzing public policy and expenditure from 
a feminist perspective. 
She has just published her debut novel, The Other Me.

Our thanks to PLAAS for their support

 A Map of Loss:  Relebone Rirhandzu eAfrika, Bongani Kona and  

 Bridget McNulty speak to Joy Watson about how we survive 

BOOK NOW BOOK NOWR50 R50

https://open.spotify.com/show/36yMpAainsiHwuJnEZX9U7
https://sweetlife.org.za/
https://www.webtickets.co.za/v2/Performance.aspx?itemid=1512697765
https://www.webtickets.co.za/v2/Performance.aspx?itemid=1512656394&smartshopper=
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 Kelly-Eve Koopman  is an multi-disciplinary artist with interests in many mediums including prose, film and theatre. She is 
one of the co-creators of the online sensation Coloured Mentality and is a co-director of Femme Projects, a feminist organisation 
committed to Sexual and Reproductive Health and Rights education in schools. 
Together with Kim Windvogel, she compiled They Called me Queer and her memoir, Because I Couldn’t Kill You was published in 
2019. Most recently she co-edited (together with Sarah Summers), Our Move Next.

 Alistair Mackay  is a South African writer interested in exploring queerness, marginalisation, social justice and climate 
change. He holds an MFA in Creative Writing from Columbia University, and an MA in Politics from Edinburgh University. For many 
years he worked in a marketing strategy consultancy, and survived exactly one year in political communications. His short fiction 
has been published in Commonwealth Writers’ adda magazine, Brittle Paper, New Contrast, The Kalahari Review, Kabaka Magazine, 
and Penny, as well as in the anthologies Queer Africa II, The Other, and Queer Africa: Selected Stories. He has just published his 
debut novel, It Doesn’t Have To Be This Way. 

 Keely Shinners  is a writer from Fox Lake, Illinois.  Currently they live and work in Cape Town. Their essays have appeared in 
the journals James Baldwin Review & Safundi as well as the publications ArtThrob, Africanah, ASAI, Mask & Full Stop. They are the 
editor of ArtThrob, founder & editor of [in review] & co-founder of Best Friend Club. Their debut novel, How To Build a Home for the 
End of the World, has just been published with Perennial Press.

 Edgar Pieterse  is an urban scholar, writer and creative agent whose interests include the theory and practice of policy 
discourses and interventions to make the African city more just, open and accessible. He holds the South African Research Chair 
in Urban Policy at the University of Cape Town and is director of the African Centre for Cities. Formerly a special policy advisor to 
the premier of the Western Cape, he is the author of City Futures: Confronting the Crisis of Urban Development (2008). He has 
also co-edited numerous volumes, including Counter-Currents: Experiments in Sustainability in the Cape Town Region (2010), 
Consolidating Developmental Local Government (2008) and Voices of the Transition: The Politics, Poetics and Practices of 
Development in South Africa (2004). He is co-editor of the ongoing The African Cities Reader (2010) series. He is Consulting Editor 
of Cityscapes.

 Shana Fife  is a work-from-home mother of three who runs a very successful blog. She has a BA in Live Performance, 
Music and Film from AFDA Film School and a Certificate in Journalism from City Varsity. She does content production for 
various businesses. She is a 2019 fellow of the Jakes Gerwel Foundation and NB Publishers’ mentorship programme. Ougat is 
her first book.

 Professor Pumla Gqola  holds a Doctor of Philosophy (magna cum laude) in Post-Colonial Studies from Ludwig-
Maximilians-Universität München in Germany and is a full professor in Literature, with specific focus on African feminism, 
African literature, Race, Class and Gender, and Histories of Slavery. She has authored several books, including the winner 
of the 2016 Sunday Times Award, Rape: A South African Nightmare. Her most recent book, The Female Fear Factory was 
published in 2021.

 Sukoluhle ‘Sue’ Nyathi  was born and raised in Bulawayo. She was called ‘Sue’ by her 3rd grade teacher who was 
unable to pronounce her name. This is the name she is known by and under which she writes. She is a writer by passion and 
an investment analyst by profession. Sue has written three novels – The Polygamist (2012), The GoldDiggers (2018) and A 
Family Affair (2020). She also contributed to Black Tax (2019) and Hair (2019). Most recently she has edited When Secrets 
Become Stories: Women Speak Out (2021).

 Sara-Jayne King  is a South African journalist, radio presenter (Cape Talk) and now author, whose career spans more 
than a decade and has taken her across the globe in search of extraordinary people with remarkable stories. The result of an 
illegal affair between a white British woman and black South African man during apartheid, King’s own story as a transracial 
adoptee, moved out of South Africa to England in the early eighties, forms the basis for her debut book, a memoir, Killing 
Karoline. She is passionate about issues relating to identity, race, adoption, mental health and addiction.

 Present Dystopia:  Kelly-Eve Koopman, Alistair Mackay  

 and Keely Shinners speak to Edgar Pieterse about imagining a  

 landscape of the future on that of the present 

 Unmaking Fear:  Shana Fife, Pumla Gqola and Sue Nyathi   

 speak to Sara-Jayne King about everyday acts of courage and  

 resistance against the patriarchy 

26.3.2022
@14h00

26.3.2022
@16h00Bertha House, Kopanong Bertha House, Kopanong 

BOOK NOW BOOK NOWR50 R50

https://za.boell.org/en/2022/01/28/our-move-next
https://www.webtickets.co.za/v2/Performance.aspx?itemid=1512656622
https://www.webtickets.co.za/v2/Performance.aspx?itemid=1512656624
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The launch event for this exciting open-source speculative fiction anthology features music, artwork and readings from selected 
pieces by young South African performers, and a celebration of the bold and necessary radical imagination. 
Our Move Next is a curation of stories, poems and illustrations by artists from South Africa, Botswana, Nigeria and Zimbabwe who 
have broadly explored the Speculative Fiction genre while integrating justice based and decolonial ideas. With this anthology, we 
collectively offer catharsis, cautionary tales, hidden hopes, spiritual beliefs and dreams of the future, past or parallel presents. We 
hope this offering finds a home in the hearts, hard drives and ethereal playgrounds of those who have been building the world, 
fighting injustice and healing historic hurts.

Our Move Next is produced by  Sarah Summers  and  Kelly-Eve Koopman  through their business Backyard Pitch 
productions and has been funded by the Heinrich Böll Foundation.

The book is free to download and share. Download here.

Please note that this EVENT IS FREE OF CHARGE, but due to limited space, BOOKING IS ESSENTIAL. 

 C.A. Davids  is a writer and editor living in Cape Town. Her fiction has appeared in Twist, and African Pens: New Writing 
from Southern Africa (published by New Africa Books, April 2007). Her debut novel, The Blacks of Cape Town (2013) was 
shortlisted for the Edinburgh International Book Festival’s First Book Award, the University of Johannesburg Debut Writing 
Prize, and the SALA First-Time Published Author Award. Her most recent novel, How to be a Revolutionary, has just hit the 
shelves and has been incredibly well received..

 Joanne Joseph  is an established South African media personality and bestselling author, with over 20 years of 
broadcasting experience. She has hosted prominent radio and television shows for major broadcasters, including the South 
African Broadcasting Corporation and Primedia House. Her book Drug Muled sold over 10 000 copies. Children of Sugarcane is 
Joanne’s first work of fiction.

 Bongani Kona  is a writer, editor and co-curator of the Archive of Forgetfulness project. His work has appeared in a 
variety of places including Chimurenga, Safe House: Explorations in Creative Nonfiction, The Daily Assortment of Astonishing 
Things and Other Stories, The Baffler and BBC Radio 4. He was awarded the Ruth First Fellowship in 2019 and shortlisted for 
the Caine Prize for African Writing in 2016. Most recently, he has edited Our Ghosts were Once People (2021).

 Sindiswa Busuku  is an award-winning poet from Durban. In 2016, she published her debut collection titled Loud and 
Yellow Laughter (Botsotso), a cross-genre assemblage of photographs, prose and poetry experimenting with memory and 
documentation. She has published various poems in local and international poetry journals such as New Coin, New Contrast , 
Prufrock, Ons Klyntji, Home is No Longer Here, Aerodrome, Sol Plaatje European Union Anthology, Illuminations and Dryad 
Press: Unearthed Anthology. She was awarded second place for the 2015 Sol Plaatje European Union Poetry Award and was 
shortlisted for the 2016 Gerald Kraak Award for African Writers and Artists. Loud and Yellow Laughter won the 2018 Ingrid 
Jonker prize for poetry.

 Our Move Next:  Speculative Fiction E-anthology launch  Politics of Memory:  C.A. Davids, Joanne Joseph and  
 Bongani Kona speak to Sindiswa Busuku about what we choose  
 to remember and why 

Live music  from 17h00-17h30

26.3.2022
@17h00-19h10

26.3.2022
@18h00 Bertha House, Kopanong Bertha House, ACTIVIST Café

BOOK NOW BOOK NOWFREE R50

https://za.boell.org/en/2022/01/28/our-move-next
https://www.webtickets.co.za/v2/Performance.aspx?itemid=1512948633
https://www.webtickets.co.za/v2/Performance.aspx?itemid=1512656472
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 Relebone Rirhandzu eAfrika  is a writer, editor and the podcast host of ‘The Nine Lives of Depression Survivors’. The 
Tzaneen-born and bred essayist, literacy advocate, life coach and mental health advocate has been writing for years but still sees 
herself as a baby writer. Her debut book, Broken Porcelain, is a collection of essays exploring mental health. 
She is an avid bookstagrammer (@blackfeatherhideout) who promotes Black writers and their work, and a plant mom who doesn’t 
believe that there is such a thing as having too many plants. You can find her ranting and being goofy on all social media at @
relebone everywhere.

 Tapiwa Guzha  is a Zimbabwean-born and Cape Town-based hedonist who believes a diverse life is a well lived one. He’s a 
generalist who tinkers with his body, hands and mind in as many ways as possible. Whether it be food, rope bondage, soap and 
jewellery making, sex education, calligraphy, body movement or molecular biology. If a human body is capable of doing it, he’s 
probably keen on trying it.

 Jen Thorpe  is a feminist writer and researcher based in Cape Town, South Africa. Her first novel, The Peculiars (2016), was 
long listed for the Etisalat Prize for Literature (2016) and the Sunday Times Fiction Prize (2017). Her second, The Fall, was long 
listed for the Sunday Times CNA Fiction Prize (2021). She has published poetry, flash fiction, and short stories on a number of 
online publishing platforms including Itch, Brittle Paper, Aerodrome, Saraba Magazine, BooksLive, and Poetry Potion. She has 
published three feminist essay collections. She has just published her new book, Adulting 101.

 Faye Kabali-Kagwa  an arts coordinator, cultural curator, and writer. She is a fellow of the VANSA Cultural Leadership 
Programme 2021, the Pan African Creative Exchange (PACE) Dramaturgy Lab 2021, and the Salzburg Global Seminar Cultural 
Innovators Forum 2019. In 2021 she was recognised as one of the Mail & Guardians Top 200 Young South Africans for the year. 
Faye has an uncanny ability to read the pulse of the cultural zeitgeist. She builds interventions that go beyond artistic output and is 
interested in audience as engaged contributors to her work.

 Robert Hamblin  is an artist, father and a gender activist born in Johannesburg South Africa. He lives and works in Cape 
Town. Hamblin’s paintings and photographic works have been exhibited in South Africa and internationally. The artist has 
received critical acclaim for his work that contribute to debates around body politics in a post-apartheid-regime era. Hamblin’s 
work is concerned with issues of queer masculinity as a transgender person. He transitioned from queer female in apartheid 
era South Africa to transgender male after the fall of the apartheid government. His perspectives of coming into white 
maleness in such a critical time is visited in his work. His first book is Robert: A Queer and Crooked Memoir.

 Thenjiwe Mswane  holds a Masters in Anthropology. She is currently doing a PhD with SWOP (Society, Work and 
Politics Institute) at Wits University. Mswane is an experienced Gender Researcher, and a retired Queer Activist. All Gomorrahs 
are the Same is her debut novel.

 Keely Shinners  is a writer from Fox Lake, Illinois. Currently they live and work in Cape Town. Their essays have appeared 
in the journals James Baldwin Review & Safundi as well as the publications ArtThrob, Africanah, ASAI, Mask & Full Stop. They 
are the editor of ArtThrob, founder & editor of [in review] & co-founder of Best Friend Club. Their debut novel, How To Build a 
Home for the End of the World, has just been published.

 Kelly Smith  is a Capetonian jack of all trades and master of fun. She curated the literary performance art event Naked 
Girls Reading and co-founded the Unofficial Pink Party, a monthly social event in celebration of the LGBTQI community, 
as well as Raunchy Renditions, a sex positive storytelling event. She had the pleasure of editing They Called Me Queer, a 
collection of queer South African stories published in 2019.

 The Pressure to Produce:  Relebone Rirhandzu eAfrika, Tapiwa Guzha   

 and Jen Thorpe explore the effect of capitalism on creativity and mental  

 health in the company of Faye Kabali-Kagwa 

 Queering Family:  Robert Hamblin, Thenjiwe Mswane and Keely   

 Shinners explore what family can mean in the company of Kelly Smith 

27.3.2022
@10h00

27.3.2022
@12h00Bertha House, Kopanong Bertha House, Kopanong 

BOOK NOW BOOK NOWR50 R50

https://open.spotify.com/show/36yMpAainsiHwuJnEZX9U7
https://www.webtickets.co.za/v2/Performance.aspx?itemid=1512656830
https://www.webtickets.co.za/v2/Performance.aspx?itemid=1512656832
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 C.A. Davids  is a writer and editor living in Cape Town. Her fiction has appeared in Twist, and African 
Pens: New Writing from Southern Africa (published by New Africa Books, April 2007). Her debut novel, The 
Blacks of Cape Town (2013) was shortlisted for the Edinburgh International Book Festival’s First Book Award, 
the University of Johannesburg Debut Writing Prize, and the SALA First-Time Published Author Award. Her 
most recent novel, How to be a Revolutionary, has just hit the shelves and has been incredibly well received.

 Finuala Dowling  was born in Cape Town, a city she has recorded in both her fiction and her poetry. 
She has taught English at the University of South Africa and the University of Cape Town as well as other 
institutions, but now works as a freelance writer and creative writing teacher. Her five collections of poetry 
include Pretend you Don’t Know Me, a new and selected volume that brings together many of her most 
popular poems. Her sixth novel, The Man Who Loved Crocodile Tamers, has recently been published.

 Nancy Richards  is an independent print, radio journalist, podcast host and media trainer. She is the 
founder of Woman Zone, an NPO and The Women’s Library at Artscape. The Skipper’s Daughter was 
published in 2021.

 Aoife Lennon-Ritchie  is the owner of the Lennon-Ritchie Agency, a boutique literary agency based 
in Cape Town. The agency represents a select group of international writers of literary and commercial fiction 
and non-fiction, and of T.V. and film scripts. She is the author of a fantasy Viking series that kicked off with A 
Viking Legend.

 The Architecture of Words:  C.A. Davids, Finuala Dowling and  

 Nancy Richards speak to Aoife Lennon-Ritchie about their writing processes 

27.3.2022
@14h00

27.3.2022
@16h00 Bertha House, Kopanong Bertha House, Kopanong 

 Azille Coetzee  is a postdoctoral researcher in gender and decolonisation at the Centre for Historical Trauma and 
Transformation, Stellenbosch University. She has a PhD in philosophy from the Free University of Amsterdam and Stellenbosch 
University. She is the writer of In my vel (Tafelberg), a memoir exploring whiteness and Afrikaner identity. Her research is published 
in various international feminist journals and sometimes she writes for local Afrikaans publications like Vrye Weekblad, LitNet and 
Rapport.

 Professor Pumla Gqola  holds a Doctor of Philosophy (magna cum laude) in Post-Colonial Studies from Ludwig-
Maximilians-Universität München in Germany and is a full professor in Literature, with specific focus on African feminism, African 
literature, Race, Class and Gender, and Histories of Slavery. She has authored several books, including the winner of the 2016 
Sunday Times Award, Rape: A South African Nightmare. Her most recent book, The Female Fear Factory was published in 2021.

 Joy Watson  is a feminist researcher with 20 years experience in feminist activism. Her research areas of specialization include 
women in politics, women and governance, violence against women and analyzing public policy and expenditure from a feminist 
perspective. 
She has just published her debut novel, The Other Me. 

 Ingrid Jones  has a background in teaching, is a TV presenter and is the founder of Mikateko Media. Mikateko is an award-
winning communications agency behind publications such as the in-flight magazines for Mango Airlines and FastJet and the Big 
Issue. She heads up an NPO that raises bursaries and support for women and children from disadvantaged communities.

 Playing Along:  Azille Coetzee, Pumla Gqola and Joy Watson speak to  

 Ingrid Jones about the roles women must play in order to survive 

BOOK NOW BOOK NOWR50 R50

http://www.womanzonect.com
https://lennonliterary.com/tag/aoife-lennon-ritchie/
https://www.webtickets.co.za/v2/Performance.aspx?itemid=1512656834
https://www.webtickets.co.za/v2/Performance.aspx?itemid=1512656836
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27.3.2022
@17h30-19h00 Bertha House, Kopanong 

 Toni Stuart  is a South African poet, performer and spoken word educator. Her work is published in anthologies, journals and 
non-fiction books globally. Her work includes Krotoa-Eva’s Suite – a cape jazz poem in three movements – in collaboration with 
filmmaker Kurt Orderson (Amsterdam and Cape Town, 2016); I Come To My Body As A Question with dotdotdot dance (UK & 
Sweden, 2016 - 2020); and  forgetting. and memory with vangile gantsho & Vusumzi Ngxande, at the Virtual National Arts Festival 
(South Africa, 2020). She is the founder of Athlone Young Poets, at Belgravia High School in Cape Town, and was the founding 
curator of Poetica at Open Book Festival. 
She is a Mail & Guardian Top 200 Young South African of 2013, and has an MA Writer/Teacher (Distinction) from Goldsmiths, 
University of London, where she was a 2014/2015 Chevening Scholar.

 vangile gantsho  is healer, poet and co-founder of impepho press. She is the author of two poetry collections: red cotton 
(2018) and Undressing in Front of the Window (2015). She holds an MA, with distinction, from the University Currently Known as 
Rhodes (2016) – where she is currently a part-time lecturer – and is a graduate of the Thabo Mbeki African Leadership Academy 
(Pioneer Class). In 2018, she was named one of Mail& Guardian’s Top Young 200 South Africans. Her poetry has been published in 
various literary publications across the world and her collection, red cotton, was named City Press Top Poetry Read of 2018. gantsho 
has shared her poetry on stages across three continents, and has curated and produced programmes such as the impepho press 
Women of Words Online Poetry Festival (2020) 21 Days-21 Poets series (2020), a virtual World Poetry Day (2020), Human4Human 
(2014-2015), The State Theatre’s Night of the Poets (2013), and Katz Cum out to Play: intimate conversations though poetry and 
music (2009). She also co-curated and co-produced the SA programme in the Unbound International Spoken Word Festival in the 
Netherlands (2020). In 2020, gantsho co-created a poetry and film meditation called forgetting. and memory. with Toni Giselle 
Stuart and Vusumzi Ngxande and is the recipient of the Hear My Voice and the Göteborgs Litteraturhus 2021 Poetry Residency. As 
a teaching artist, she has worked with Bridges a Pan-Afrikan Arts Movement (Brooklyn NY), CUNY LaGuardia Community College 
(Queens NY), Mzansi Poetry Academy (Johannesburg), Educhange (Johannesburg) and Quarphix (Johannesburg). She continues to 
dedicate herself to creating and/or supporting spaces that encourage (black feminine) visibility and healing.

 Dr Bishop Jessica Mbangeni  is a custodian of African Heritage and daughter of the Xhosa nation who upholds her 
cultures and traditions making waves with her Xhosa Praise Poetry, Music, Dance and African Fashion. She is the founder 
member of the Grammy Award winning Soweto Gospel Choir who has traveled the world. She has participated in a number of 
high profile events including the 46664 concert in Cape Town and the inauguration of Thabo Mbeki as South African president. 
Internationally, she ushered the Prime Minister of India Narendra Modi and Guruji Sri Sri Ravishranka. 
She is the owner of KwaNtu Entertainment Designs record label and Afrocentric clothing label which is situated in the heart of 
Johannesburg Oriental Plaza, Fordsburg. 
Her discography of her albums and live dvd is available worldwide and has won prestigious awards across Africa. Her poetry is 
featured on the works of great artists across the world.

 Quaz Roodt  is a poet and editor of poetrypotion.com. He facilitates the poetry programme for The University  of 
Johannesburg’s Arts Academy and frequently hosts literary and sexual health talks with prisoners and young men around the 
country. In 2016 Quaz was noted as one of South Africa’s top 100 Inspiring and Aspiring young people by Independent media. 
He is also involved in numerous social outreach programs around Johannesburg. 
His poetry and essays have been published and translated in various South African and international anthologies, journals, 
magazines and newspapers. In 2009 he published his first collection of poetry, The Orange Book Vol:2. He has performed his 
poetry at various international festivals in countries such as Swaziland, Zimbabwe, Mauritius, Botswana, and Brazil. He has, to 
date, released five audio projects, the latest in 2015 titled The Incurable Likeness of Beings. Quaz also appears in numerous 
documentaries and short films.

 Julie Nxadi  is a writer and the founder of cultural production hub, Ruth Arixoma which has produced such projects 
as The Mutha_Ship Landing, Palm Olive x The Mutha_Ship Landing, Inxwala Slow Market x The Mutha_Ship Landing, and 
Pushing Portals (in collaboration with Dumama and blk.banaana). Julie also consults in basic and higher education institutions 
interested in embedding and naturalising languages of restorative justice, inclusion, and equity in their institutional cultures.

Thanks to the Hear My Voice Mobility Fund 
for their support bringing Dr Bishop Jessica 
Mbangeni and Quaz Roodt to the festival.

 a pandemic. pause. poetry:  vangile gantsho and Toni Giselle Stuart  

 hold a conversation about surviving the pandemic through poetry, with  

 Jessica Mbangeni, Julie Nxadi and Quaz Roodt. What this time teaches us,  

 what we remember and how we move forward 

BOOK NOW R50

Lwanda Sindaphi, Toni Giselle Stuart and Afeefa Omar at Open Book 2019 (What the Water Remembers).

http://www.poetrypotion.com/
https://www.webtickets.co.za/v2/Performance.aspx?itemid=1512656708
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